
2011-2013

Founded in 1997, ROBERTO DEL CARLO began as a small artisanal workshop in the Tuscan hills of Lucca. Traditional production processes and fine 
materials combined with modern design gave life to a women’s footwear collection that captured the market’s attention right from its very debut. The 
upper, which completely covers the heel using a technique akin to tailoring, is the company’s hallmark, which, combined with superior raw-cut hides in 
natural tones, conveys a strong, clear style message. Zuzana Serbák worked as footwear designer within a design team together with master craftsmen and 
technicians and thus experienced the whole process of creating collections in every detail. Zuzana‘s role included trends research, mood boards, propo-
sing new ideas and designs, reflecting company‘s history and creating continuity with past, developing construction, uppers, heels, metal parts, soles, in-
soles and lining up to the packaging. Also correcting prototypes and constructing ranges, arranging style lines, sourcing materials and choosing colors.

COMMERCIAL PROJECTSCOMMERCIAL PROJECTS

fall winter 2013/ 2014

Masculine details on feminine forms, well-defined 
thick heels, raw edges. Covered heels, asymmet-
ric details, geometry influenced designs, metallic in-
serts. Natural winter shades with flashes of bright red 
and fuchsia.

2012-2013

Novesta creates colorful and distinctive designs of rain boots and shoes for men, women and children. These ranges are constantly updated 
with new styles and colors. Novesta footwear is manufactured in Europe from all natural materials such as natural rubber, linen and cotton. 
Zuzana Serbák worked as an external women footwear designer, creating mood boards, new designs and ideas, proposing construction 
solutions and correcting prototypes. Captured by a local folk heritage and history of Novesta, Zuzana‘s designs combine a neat upper with 
strong signature details. 

WORK FORWORK FOR

2012

Special project of Zuzana Serbák and fashion designer Zuzana Kubíčková who presented her collection on Prague Fashion Weekend 
in fall 2012. Collection of shoes designed and manufactured by Zuzana Serbák employs wood sculpted wedges and wooden veneer 
intarsia with simple calfskin uppers, layers of different materials, thermoplastic parts and wavy shell- like constructions. 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xicRW3V4DC8

OTHER PROJECTSOTHER PROJECTS

2007 
Cuoio leather sole 

molded and 
twisted in an 
experimental 

work reflecting 
‘the pump shoe‘. 

The contrast 
between raw sole 

leather and 
delicate patent 
leather on the 
upper creates 

tension.

2009 
Wedges in vegetable tanned leather employ the technology of molding when the wet leather is shaped on a mold under pressure. 
A strip of ‘cuoio‘ leather completely covers the upper part, the wedge and the sole all in one piece. Completed with super soft sheepskin for comfort. 
Traditional hand- stitching and crafting methods twinned with a fresh shapes.

2012 
An idea of basic loafer redesign employing bouncy silicone shell on the top of the 
upper. The shape of the silicone decoration suggests the moccasin stitching line. 
Application of silicone on suede or textile materials is a result of Zuzana Serbak‘s 
own experiments and research realized as part of diploma thesis.

CONTACTCONTACT
E-mail:  zuzanaserbak@hotmail.com

webpage:  zuzanaserbak.blogspot.com

spring summer 2013
Natural wooden  and cork heels, sandals with wedges sculpted in wood feature ridges that appear worn by time. Brightly colored patent 
leather, brick, sienna, tobacco with mustard and evanescent watercolor shades. Dip dyeing and brushstrokes like aquarelle. Contemporary 
finishes that create new reflections for materials with a history. Quilted puffy details for sporty touch. Bicolor and bimaterial conjunction 
on youthful wedges.

fall winter 2012/ 2013

Influenced by 60‘s overtones.  
Patchwork detailed upper completely 
covers the heel. Artisanal details, 
delicate bows, masculine tassels, 
rustic stitched and cushiony panels. 
Cream, beige, honey and burnt 
sienna are twinned with more vibrant 
autumnal colors like rust, bordeaux, 
moss green, plum and ocean blue.

Zuzana Németh Serbáková is a freelance fashion designer with passion for simple, elegant, unadorned, soulful and honest 
design. Works on commercial projects but also leads her own projects and collections of handcrafted products under alias 
Zuzana Serbák. Graduated from AAAD in Prague in 2010. She received her MA in Footwear and Fashion Design and got 
experiences in London and Italy in the footwear industry. Finalist of ITS_ TEN International Talent Support in 2011 in Trieste.

2012

Special collection designed and manufactured for Chatty, a fashion label and studio based in Prague. Collection ‘Praying Mantis‘ talks about a woman- city 
samurai, a strong personality and individuality that is in perfect harmony with the metropolitan environment. Collection in black and hot orange completed with 
ankle boots, lace-ups, open-toe sandals employs quilted cushiony details, sporty elements, contrasting insoles and front-zip wedges in super soft sheep-
skin. Black, turquoise, nude and hot orange.

2010

Inspired by a definition of ‘composites‘ this is an experimental work using composite materials such as carbon fiber for heels and shank piece or specially 
developed silicone reinforced fabric/ suede. Composite materials allow to define a new innovative construction replacing common reinforcements by an 
exclusive high- tech materials. More than a footwear collection this shows a scale of concepts and applications. Collection selected for ITS_TEN finale in 
Trieste, Italy. Collection featured on yatzer.com and many more.

COMPOSITES
Zuzana Serbák - diploma work

2011 
Aerodynamic brisk lines define the collection of 
sculpted pumps. The flexible upper fabric which 
completely covers the heel and platform generates 
tension and vigorous dynamic shape.

BLU-BLU

2011

Ultra high wedges designed and manufactured for the final collection of 
La Cambre student Lucia Cabanova in Brussel. Wedges warped by a leather 
string create the effect of bondage.

2008     
 
Completed an internship within Last  
Shoes at OPS London whilst studying, 
where assisted the Design team to 
research trends, prepared mood-boards, 
sourced leathers and trims for footwear, 
did  design drawings and spec sheets, 
communication with Asian factories and 
handling samples. Also assisted with 
making look-books and visual merchandising 
at Pure London. The Spring Summer 2009 
collection inspired by 50‘s, combines 
laser-cut with hand-finished details. 
Signature colors brick, mustard and teal are 
completed with rust, eggshell, grey and dark 
sienna neutrals.

2013

Collection of evening shoes designed and manufactured for Marcel Holubec W atelier de creation. Inspired by the mood of the film La Belle et 
la Bete, slim heels and hoof- like platforms are completed with strappy two tone uppers and ankle straps in metallic and patent leather. 
Collection presented on Orange Fashion 2013 Bratislava. 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LXiPINd8HnM

PERSONAL PROJECTSPERSONAL PROJECTS

http://www.robertodelcarlo.it/en/homepage
http://www.novesta.co.uk/
http://www.luciacabanova.com/?tab=none&album=default
http://www.chatty.cz/
http://www.marcelholubecw.com/
http://www.itsweb.org/jsp/en/index/index.jsp
http://yatzer.com/Shoe-Designer-Zuzana-Serbak
http://zuzanaserbak.blogspot.sk/
http://cargocollective.com/zuzanakubickova

